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100 Questions

Que. 1 Read the passage and answer the following questions.
Medical practice at the start of the 21st century is at a crossroads. On the one hand, due to

scientific and technological advances, there is an unprecedented ______ to improve the quality of life
for people suffering from various ailments. On the other hand, health inequalities are widening and access
to affordable and good quality healthcare is becoming difficult for vast sections of the population.
Policymakers and the public look to doctors to provide the necessary leadership to tackle shortcomings, and
help design better systems of care so that everyone can benefit from modern medicine. But are doctors up to
the task? What should be done to ensure that they rise to the occasion? Are they still true to the Hippocratic
tradition and the vocational nature of medicine, or have they become hypocrites, interested only in money?
How can we restore doctors’ pride and support them and at the same time gain the confidence of patients and
policymakers?
Whilst the context is important, and not everything from the NHS will be directly applicable in India, there
are parallels between the UK situation and what is happening here. I have had the privilege of meeting many
dedicated and committed doctors over the years in India. Equally, I hear frequent laments about a lack of
professionalism and comments about doctors overcharging, ordering unnecessary interventions, and being
interested only in money.
This last issue of a close relationship between money and medicine is especially pertinent to the Indian
health system, as a vast proportion of healthcare is in the fee-for-service sector as the HLEG observed in its
report. From paying huge amounts to secure admissions to both under- and postgraduate programmes (I am
told that students can expect to pay Rs two crore to get a postgraduate place in specialties like orthopaedics
and radiology), to receiving commissions for referring patients for tests/procedures (with referral
commissions reportedly representing a substantial proportion of the costs of laboratory tests, for example), to
hospital doctors being given ‘quotas’ of admissions or procedures to retain their admitting privileges (leading
to unnecessary interventions), there seems to be a malignant financial angle to almost every patient
interaction in the private sector. Although in theory there is a comprehensive public health system, it is
disorganized, with widespread absenteeism and poor facilities, and does not inspire confidence, with the
result that even the poor choose the fee-for-service private sector.
My purpose here is not to make judgments. Regardless of which healthcare system one looks at, there will
always be good and bad doctors. This is because they are both victims and perpetrators. They are victims of a
less than perfect science, a society that demands zero risks, and the pervading moral and ethical culture.
They are also perpetrators of the crimes they are charged with as they fail to address and adapt to the
changing societal and healthcare context.

Which of the following is the main idea of the passage?

Correct Option - 3

Lack of medical students in India.1.
Failure of doctors to gain confidence of patients.2.
Unethical practices in the healthcare system3.
Negligence of the government towards the health care sector.4.
Doctors are the biggest victims of the society today5.

Que. 2 Which of the following words fits in the sentence?
On the one hand, due to scientific and technological advances, there is an unprecedented ______ to

improve the quality of life for people suffering from various ailments. 
Growth1.
Desire2.
Hope3.
Potential4.
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Correct Option - 4

Que. 3 Which of the following can be inferred from the passage?
I. There are complaints of doctors charging more than what is appropriate.

II. Doctors are often in danger as people demand zero risk and science is not perfect.
III. Society is not completely benefitting from the advancements of science and medicine.

Correct Option - 5

Only II1.
Only III2.
Both I and II3.
Both II and III4.
All of these5.

Que. 4 Which of the following is true according to the passage?
I. Policy makers cannot involve doctors in the policy making process as most of them are hypocrites

interested only in money.
II. The role of doctors has been questioned as many of them have been engaged in money making policies.
III. There is a need to support the doctors as well as gain confidence of the public.

Correct Option - 3

Only II1.
Only III2.
Both II and III3.
Both I and II4.
All of these5.

Que. 5 Which of the following is MOST SIMILAR in meaning to the word 'pervading'?

Correct Option - 1

Infuse1.
Optimistic2.
Verbose3.
Damaging4.
Bolster5.

Que. 6 Which of the following is MOST OPPOSITE in meaning to the word 'malignant'?

Correct Option - 4

Acrimonious1.
Tiring2.
Ostentatious3.
Benevolent4.
Punctilious5.

Que. 7 Which of the following is MOST OPPOSITE in meaning to the word 'PERTINENT'?
Irrelevant1.

Apposite2.
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Correct Option - 1

Gigantic3.
Demanded4.
Concealing5.

Que. 8 In the following question, some parts of the sentence may have an error. The error, if any, will
be in one part of the sentence. Find out which part of the sentence has an error and select the

appropriate option. If a sentence is free from errors select ‘No error’ as your answer.
Man is entirely different (A) / than other animals (B) / in the utter helplessness (C) / of his babyhood. (D) /
No Error (E)

Correct Option - 2

(A)1.
(B)2.
(C)3.
(D)4.
(E)5.

Que. 9 In the following question, some parts of the sentence may have an error. The error, if any, will
be in one part of the sentence. Find out which part of the sentence has an error and select the

appropriate option. If a sentence is free from errors select ‘No error’ as your answer.
He lack the (A) / power of imparting, (B) / although he is (C) / a good mathematical scholar. (D) / No error
(E)

Correct Option - 1

(A)1.
(B)2.
(C)3.
(D)4.
No error5.

Que. 10 In the following question, some parts of the sentence may have an error. The error, if any, will
be in one part of the sentence. Find out which part of the sentence has an error and select the

appropriate option. If a sentence is free from errors select ‘No error’ as your answer.
What Dr. Joshi mainly aimed at, (A) / was to promote the (B) / self-development of the young minds (C) /
committed for their charge. (D) / No error (E)

Correct Option - 4

A1.
B2.
C3.
D4.
No error5.

Que. 11 Determine the erroneous part in the options given below. If there is no error, choose Option 5-
No error. 

The sceneries/ was so beautiful/ that John was mesmerized/ and captivated by all that he saw./ No error
The sceneries1.
was so beautiful2.
that John was mesmerized3.
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Correct Option - 1

and captivated by all that he saw4.
No error5.

Que. 12 The sentence given below may contain an error. Identify the part containing the error, if
any, and mark it as you answer. If there is no error anywhere in the sentence, mark No

Error(E) as your answer.
More than one (A) person are (B) a secret (C) undercover agent. (D) No Error (E)

Correct Option - 2

A1.
B2.
C3.
D4.
E5.

Que. 13 Directions: Read the passage given below carefully and then answer the questions that
follow. 

Pompeii was an ____(1)____ city located in what is now the comune of Pompei near Naples in
the Campania region of Italy. Pompeii, along with Herculaneum and many villas in the surrounding area (e.g.
at Boscoreale, Stabiae), was buried under 4 to 6 m (13 to 20 ft) of volcanic ash and pumice in the
____(2)____of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79.
Largely preserved under the ash, the excavated city offered a unique snapshot of Roman life,
_____(3)_____ at the moment it was buried, and extraordinarily detailed insight into the everyday life of its
inhabitants, although much of the evidence was lost in the early excavations. It was a wealthy town, enjoying
many fine public buildings and ____(4)____ private houses with lavish decorations, furnishings and works of
art which were the main attractions for the early excavators. Organic remains, including wooden objects and
human bodies, were entombed in the ash. Over time, they decayed, leaving voids that archaeologists found
could be used as moulds to make plaster casts of unique — and often ____(5)____— figures in their final
moments of life. 

Which of the following is the most appropriate answer for blank no. 1?

Correct Option - 3

former1.
artificial2.
ancient3.
advanced4.
fraudulent5.

Que. 14 Which of the following is the most appropriate answer for blank no. 2?

Correct Option - 2

tremors1.
eruption2.
crash3.
depletion4.
inflation5.

Que. 15 Which of the following is the most appropriate answer for blank no. 3?
flowed1.
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Correct Option - 4

melting2.
terminate3.
frozen4.
created5.

Que. 16 Which of the following is the most appropriate answer for blank no. 4?

Correct Option - 5

despondent1.
modest2.
defective3.
imitation4.
luxurious5.

Que. 17 Which of the following is the most appropriate answer for blank no. 5?

Correct Option - 1

gruesome1.
pleasant2.
magnificent3.
generous4.
faulty5.

Que. 18 In the following question, four words are given in bold, of which one word is misspelled. Find
the misspelled word.

To win a title without him spoke volumes of that team’s strennth. 

Correct Option - 4

title1.
spoke2.
volumes3.
strennth4.
All are correct.5.

Que. 19 In the following question, four words are given in bold, of which one word is misspelled. Find
the misspelled word.

Meanwhile, cases of Omicron climbed to 33 after a fully vacinated person who travelled to Zimbabwe and
South Africa before coming to Delhi tested positive for the new strain in the national capital on Saturday.

Correct Option - 2

climbed1.
vacinated2.
positive3.
national4.
no error5.

Que. 20 In the following question, four words are given in bold, of which one word is misspelled. Find
the misspelled word.
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The main reason for hapiness is that the farmers' have won. 

Correct Option - 2

reason1.
hapiness2.
farmers3.
won4.
No error5.

Que. 21 In the following question, four words are given in bold, of which one word is misspelled. Find
the misspelled word.

The government has said the ambitious project will complement the Purvanchal Development Corridor

Correct Option - 5

government1.
ambitious2.
complement3.
Corridor4.
No error5.

Que. 22 In the following question, four words are given in bold, of which one word is misspelled. Find
the misspelled word.

"The tourism sector is ecspected to grow insignificantly", he said.

Correct Option - 2

tourism1.
ecspected2.
grow3.
insignificantly4.
no error5.

Que. 23 Rearrange the following five segments (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E) in the proper sequence to
form a meaningful paragraph; then answer the questions given below them.

A. NPCIL is a dividend-paying company with the highest credit rating of AAA by CRISIL and CARE
B. At present, NPCIL operates 22 nuclear power reactors with an installed capacity of 6780 MW.
C. NPCIL is responsible for siting, design, construction, commissioning and operation of nuclear power
reactors.
D. Nuclear Power Corporation of India Limited (NPCIL), formed in 1987, is a Public Sector Enterprise under
the administrative control of Department of Atomic Energy (DAE).
E. Safety is given overriding priority in all facets of nuclear power reactors.

Which is the first sentence according to the paragraph?

Correct Option - 4

A1.
B2.
C3.
D4.
E5.
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Que. 24 Which is the second sentence according to the passage?

Correct Option - 1

A1.
B2.
C3.
D4.
E5.

Que. 25 Which is the third sentence according to the paragraph? 

Correct Option - 3

A1.
B2.
C3.
D4.
E5.

Que. 26 Which is the fourth sentence according to the paragraph? 

Correct Option - 5

A1.
B2.
C3.
D4.
E5.

Que. 27 Which is the fifth sentence according to the paragraph? 

Correct Option - 2

A1.
B2.
C3.
D4.
E5.

Que. 28 Arrange the following parts of a sentence in the correct order and mark the correct option.
A. done to pacify the

B. wouldn't damage
C. spirits so that they
D. the crops or cause anyone grief
E. these sacrifices were

Correct Option - 1

EACBD1.
EDCAB2.
BACDE3.
ADCBE4.
BCADE5.
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Que. 29 Arrange the following parts of a sentence in the correct order and mark the correct option.
A. remain indifferent

B. stride forward
C. even if others
D. you should
E. to the humanitarian cause

Correct Option - 5

CABED1.
BACED2.
DBCEA3.
ECBAD4.
CAEDB5.

Que. 30 The question below contains five scattered segments of a sentence. Indicate the sequence
which correctly assembles the segments and completes the sentence.

A. a person
B. quickly wins
C. nice expensive clothes
D. who wears
E. the admiration of many

Correct Option - 2

EBDCA1.
ADCBE2.
BDEAC3.
CDEAB4.
DEACB5.

Que. 31 Direction: The table below shows the number of employees in 5 companies, as well as the male to
female ratio in these employees. Examine the table carefully and answer the questions that follow.

Companies Total
Employees

Males :
Females

A 720 5 ∶ 3

B 690 13 ∶ 10

C 740 16 ∶ 21

D 1050 22 ∶ 13

E 1230 2 ∶ 1

Find the ratio of males in company A and B together to females in company A and C together.

Correct Option - 5

25 ∶ 211.
15 ∶ 242.
23 ∶ 343.
18 ∶ 254.
28 ∶ 235.
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Que. 32 Find the average number of employees working in companies A, B, D and E.

Correct Option - 1

922.51.
6752.
1050.83.
5804.
9505.

Que. 33 Females in company D is what percent more than females in company A.

Correct Option - 3

70%1.
30%2.
44.44%3.
60%4.
25%5.

Que. 34 Find the difference between the number of males in companies C and D together to females in
companies B and E together.

Correct Option - 4

4801.
2502.
1803.
2704.
3405.

Que. 35 If 90 males left the company ‘B’ and 200 new females took new recruit in company ‘B’ then find
the percentage of females in company now.

Correct Option - 2

60%1.
62.5%2.
40%3.
33.33%4.
75%5.

Que. 36 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?

(18)7.9 × (3)0.1 × (6)0.1 ÷ {(3)4 × (6)4} = (18)?

Correct Option - 2

81.
42.
33.
94.
55.

Que. 37 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?
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2-2 × 4-3 ÷ 8-4 = 2?

Correct Option - 5

121.
182.
203.
-44.
45.

Que. 38 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?

Correct Option - 4

18 + 9 − 10 = 1 + ?
1

3

2

3

1

3

2

3

101.
152.
183.
164.
None of these5.

Que. 39 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?
(? - 0.5) ÷ 0.4 = 150 ÷ 2

Correct Option - 2

20.51.
30.52.
29.53.
25.54.
None of these5.

Que. 40 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?

√324 + 92 - 72 = 2 × (?)2

Correct Option - 2

251.
52.
103.
1254.
205.

Que. 41 What should come in place of the question mark (?) in the following question?
45% of 260 + 130% of 180 = ?

Correct Option - 2

3411.
3512.
5313.
3314.
3615.
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Que. 42 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?
50% of 280 - (2/7) of 490 = 30 - ?

Correct Option - 1

301.
202.
353.
404.
255.

Que. 43 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?

√1024 × 40 + (20)2 + 0.5% of 9600 + 469 = (?)3

Correct Option - 4

141.
152.
213.
134.
195.

Que. 44 What should come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question?
90 × 20% of 105 ÷ 3 = ?

Correct Option - 1

6301.
6002.
6153.
6104.
None of these5.

Que. 45 What will come in the place of the question mark ‘?’ in the following question? 
433 + 514 - 787 - 8 × ?% of 320 = 0

Correct Option - 1

6.251.
62.
6.53.
7.54.
55.

Que. 46 In each of the following number series, a wrong number is given, find out that number.
23, 45, 89, 177, 363, 705

Correct Option - 4

1771.
452.
893.
3634.
7055.
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Que. 47 In each of the following number series, a wrong number is given, find out that number.
100800, 14400, 2400, 480, 240, 40

Correct Option - 2

401.
2402.
144003.
4804.
24005.

Que. 48 In each of the following number series, a wrong number is given. Find out that number.
540, 540, 270, 135, 22.5, 4.5

Correct Option - 4

5401.
2702.
22.53.
1354.
4.55.

Que. 49 In each of the following number series, a wrong number is given. Find out that number.
38, 39, 43, 52, 70, 93, 129

Correct Option - 1

701.
522.
933.
1294.
395.

Que. 50 In each of the following number series, a wrong number is given. Find out that number.
18, 35, 69, 136, 273, 545

Correct Option - 4

691.
352.
183.
1364.
2735.

Que. 51 Two pots contain equal quantity of mixture of Alcohol and water. The ratio of alcohol and water in
these pots is 2 ∶ 3 and 4 ∶ 1, respectively. Radha mixed content of the two pots together. Find the

ratio of Alcohol and water in new mixture.
4 ∶ 31.
2 ∶ 32.
3 ∶ 23.
3 ∶ 44.
None of these5.
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Correct Option - 3

Que. 52 The total population of a town is 2800 where number of males is 720 more than that of females. If
the number of males reduces by 40% and that of females increases by 20%, then find the new

population of town.

Correct Option - 3

22361.
24402.
23043.
23164.
20605.

Que. 53 The speed of a boat with the stream is 10 km/hr and while returning its speed becomes 6 km/hr.
Find the speed of boat in still water and the speed of stream.

Correct Option - 1

8 km/hr and 2 km/hr1.
7 km/hr and 3 km/hr2.
6 km/hr and 2 km/hr3.
9 km/hr and 1 km/hr4.
None of these5.

Que. 54 Sanju, Suraj and Sanjay can complete a work in 12 days, 16 days and 24 days respectively. In how
many days will the three of them to do the same work together?

Correct Option - 1

16/3 days1.
58/9 days2.
6 days3.
8 days4.
None of these5.

Que. 55 The length of two trains are 130 m and 150 m are running at the speed of 52 km/hr and 74 km/hr,
respectively on parallel tracks in opposite direction. In how many seconds will they cross each

other?

Correct Option - 2

51.
82.
103.
124.
None of these5.

Que. 56 After 5 years, the ratio between ages of A and B will be 5 : 8 and after 8 years, the sum of ages will
be 71 years. Find the present age of B.

33 years1.
32 years2.
28 years3.
40 years4.
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Correct Option - 5

Que. 57 Raj sells a cricket bat of marked price Rs. 500 at a discount of 10% and gives a ball costing Rs. 10
free with each bat. Still, he makes a profit of 25%, the cost price of the bat is –

Correct Option - 3

Rs. 4101.
Rs. 4582.
Rs. 3523.
Rs. 4504.
Rs. 4205.

Que. 58 The sum of the radius and height of a cylinder is 19 m. The total surface area of the cylinder is
1,672 m2. What is the volume of the cylinder?

Correct Option - 1

3080 m31.

2940 m32.

3420 m33.

2860 m34.

None of these5.

Que. 59 P is 10500, SI is 12% and T is 10 years. 1/3rd of interest earned from A invested in B for 5 years.
Find the amount received from B after 5 years.

Correct Option - 3

72401.
54802.
67203.
25204.
62505.

Que. 60 A, B and C started a business each investing 10000 Rs. Initially. After 6 months, C withdraws Rs.
2000, A invests 2000 more and B invests 6000 more. At the end of year total profit was 50490 Rs.

Find the share of B?

Correct Option - 1

Rs. 198901.
Rs. 285002.
Rs. 242003.
Rs. 215704.
Rs. 205605.

Que. 61 What is the probability of getting an even number when a die is thrown ?
1. 1

6

2. 2

3

3. 1

2
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Correct Option - 3

4. 5

6

Answer not known5.

Que. 62 A train starts from a place at 9 a.m. and arrives the destination at 7 p.m. on the next day. If the
speed of the train is 12.5 m/s. Find the distance traveled by the train.

Correct Option - 2

1562 km1.
1530 km2.
1580 km3.
1498 km4.
1425 km5.

Que. 63 A dishonest shopkeeper used to sell onions at Rs. 30/kg. If a customer bought 2 kg of onions. He
gave 750g instead of 1 kg to a customer, find the shopkeeper’s actual profit percentage.

Correct Option - 4

5%1.
10%2.
25%3.
33.33%4.
50%5.

Que. 64 Pipe A and B can fill the tank in 10 hours and 20 hours respectively where as pipe C can empty the
tank in 8 hours. If all the pipes are opened together at the same time, what is the time to fill the tank

?

Correct Option - 3

45 hr1.
36 hr2.
40 hr3.
27 hr4.
None of these5.

Que. 65 Raju and Arun are two business partners. They invest their capital in the ratio 7 : 9. After 6 months,
a third person Jitu joins them with a capital of two third of that of Arun. After a year, profit share of

Raju was Rs 5600 then find total profit.

Correct Option - 1

152001.
124002.
164003.
304004.
246005.

Que. 66 Direction: Study the given information carefully and answer the following questions.
Seven persons A, B, C, D, E, F and G are sitting around the circular table but not necessarily in

same order. All are facing towards center. 
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Two persons sit between F and G. G does not sit second to the left of D. D sits third to the right of C. B sits
fourth to the right of A. E sits second to the right of A. D is immediate left of E. 
Who among the following sits exactly between G and C?

Correct Option - 2

A1.
B2.
D3.
E4.
F5.

Que. 67 Who among the following sits third to the left of E?

Correct Option - 4

C1.
A2.
D3.
F4.
B5.

Que. 68 What is the position of E with respect to B?

Correct Option - 2

Second to the right1.
Second to the left2.
Third to the right3.
Third to the left4.
None of the above given option5.

Que. 69 Four among the five are same in a certain way thus form a group. Which among the following is
odd one out?

Correct Option - 5

E - D1.
D - A2.
C - B3.
G - E4.
F - A5.

Que. 70 Which statement among the following is true regarding arrangement?

Correct Option - 3

E sits immediate right of G1.
Only one person sit between F and B when count clockwise from B2.
C and F are immediate neighbor of each other3.
Both A 2) and 3)4.
All statements are true5.

Que. 71 How many such pairs of letters are there in the word "RESOLVE" each of which has as many
letters between them in the word (in both forward and backward direction), as they have between
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them in English alphabetical series?

Correct Option - 3

None1.
One2.
Two3.
Three4.
More than Three5.

Que. 72 Direction: In the question below are given two statements followed by two conclusions numbered
I and II. You have to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with

commonly known facts. Read all the conclusions and then decide which of the given conclusions logically
follows from the given statements disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements:
Some fan is AC.
Only a few AC is cooler.
Conclusions:
I. Some fan is cooler.
II. No fan is cooler.

Correct Option - 4

Only conclusion I follow1.
Only conclusion II follow2.
Both conclusions I and II follow3.
Either conclusion I or II follows4.
Neither conclusion I nor II follows5.

Que. 73 Directions: In the question below are given two statements followed by two conclusions. You have
to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with commonly known

facts. Read all the conclusions and then decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the
given statements disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements:
I. Some gases are liquids
II. Only a few gases are water
Conclusions:
I. Some gases are water
II. Some gases are not water

Correct Option - 5

Only conclusion I follows1.
Only conclusion Ii follows2.
Either conclusion I or II follws3.
Neither conclusion I or II follows4.
Both conclusion I and II follows5.

Que. 74 Directions: In the question below are given two statements followed by two conclusions numbered
I and II. You have to take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance with

commonly known facts. Read all the conclusions and then decide which of the given conclusions logically
follows from the given statements disregarding commonly known facts.
Statements:
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I. No Toy is Bottle.
II. Some Machine are Bottle.

Correct Option - 2

Only I follow1.

Only II follow2.

Either I or II follows3.

Neither I nor II follows4.

Both I and II follows5.

Que. 75 Direction: Read the following information carefully and answer the questions that follow.
Seven people P, Q, R, S, T, U and V. All of them have their birthdays in different months namely

January, March, April, May, June, July and August. No two persons share the same birthday month. P's
birthday is in January. There are the same number of person having their birthday before and after R. Only
one person's birthday is there between S and R. Q's birthday is in the month having 31 days but not in
August. There are two person's birthday between Q and V. T's birthday is before U's birthday. Q's birthday is
not before R. 

In which month does S have his birthday?

Correct Option - 1

March1.
April2.
May3.
June4.
July5.

Que. 76 Whose birthday is in the month of June?

Correct Option - 4

Q1.
R2.
S3.
T4.
U5.

Que. 77 How many persons have their birthday before Q?

Correct Option - 5

One1.
Two2.
Three3.
Four4.
More than Four5.

Que. 78
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Four among the five are same in a certain way thus form a group. Who among the following is odd one out

Correct Option - 4

P1.
S2.
R3.
T4.
Q5.

Que. 79 Who is having his birthday at the last?

Correct Option - 1

U1.
V2.
R3.
T4.
None of the above given option5.

Que. 80 Direction: Read the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
P is 9m to the west of R. R is 7m to the north of T, who is 5m to the east of S. S is 4m north of Q.

Q is 14m to the south of U, Where V is the midpoint of U and S.

What is the distance between V and Q? 

Correct Option - 2

14m1.
9m2.
10m3.
15m4.
None of these5.

Que. 81 Point P is in which direction with respect to V?

Correct Option - 5

Northeast1.
North2.
Southwest3.
Southeast4.
Northwest5.

Que. 82 If a point W is drawn 7m to the south of point P, them what will be the distance between W and S?

Correct Option - 5

9m1.
10m2.
8m3.
12m4.
None of these5.

Que. 83
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Each of the vowels in the word “OBLIQUE” is replaced by the previous letter and each consonant
is replaced by next letter in alphabetical series. How many letters occur more than once in this newly formed
word?

Correct Option - 1

None1.
One2.
Two3.
Three4.
More than three5.

Que. 84 Direction: Study the following information carefully and answer the following questions.
An uncertain number of person is sitting in a row facing towards North. Q is sitting second from on

the extreme ends. S is sitting seventh to the right of M. L is sitting exactly in between Q and S. O is sitting
third to the left of R. Only two people are sitting between Q and M. Only one person is sitting between S and
O. P is sitting second to the left of N who is sitting fourth to the right of R. R is not an immediate neighbour
of S.

Who is sitting at the extreme right end of the row?

Correct Option - 4

P1.
R2.
S3.
N4.
None of these5.

Que. 85 How many people are sitting in the row?

Correct Option - 2

231.
212.
253.
224.
175.

Que. 86 How many people are sitting in between L and O?

Correct Option - 3

Five1.
Seven2.
Six3.
Four4.
None of these5.

Que. 87 Which of the following statement is correct regarding P?
Second to the right of N1.

Second to the left of R2.
Second from one the extreme ends3.
Immediate neighbour of N4.
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Correct Option - 5

Que. 88 Who is sitting exactly in between R and N?

Correct Option - 1

P1.
J2.
M3.
Q4.
none of these5.

Que. 89 Direction: In each of the following questions assuming the given statements to be true, find which
of the conclusion among given conclusions is/ are definitely true, and then give your answers

accordingly.
Statements: A < Z ≥ P > Q < L ≤ M < R = S
Conclusions:
I. M > P
II. L < S

Correct Option - 2

Only I follow1.
Only II follow2.
Either I or II follow3.
Neither I nor II follows4.
Both I and II follows5.

Que. 90 Directions: In the following question assuming the given statements to be true, Find which of the
conclusion among the given conclusions is/are definitely true and then give your answers

accordingly.
Statement: A = G ≤ M > Z > X ≥ T
Conclusion:
I. Z > T
II. Z = T

Correct Option - 3

Only II follow1.
Both I and II follow2.
Only I follow3.
Neither I nor II follow4.
Either I or II follow5.

Que. 91 Directions: In the following question assuming the given statements to be true, find which of the
conclusion among given conclusions is/are definitely true and then give your answers accordingly.

Statements: 
A < B = C > E ≥ D ≥ F
Conclusions:
I. E > F
II. E = F
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Correct Option - 1

Either Conclusion I or II is true.1.
Both Conclusions I and II are true.2.
Neither Conclusion I nor II is true.3.
Only Conclusion I is true.4.
Only Conclusion II is true.5.

Que. 92 Directions: In the following question assuming the given statements to be true, find which of the
conclusion among given conclusions is /are definitely true and then give your answers accordingly.

Statement: I ≤ J ≥ K > L ≥ M = N < O
Conclusions:
I. O < J
II. K ≥ N

Correct Option - 5

Only conclusion I is true1.
Only conclusion II is true2.
Either conclusion I or II is true3.
Both conclusion I and II are true4.
Neither conclusion I nor II is true5.

Que. 93 Direction: Study the information given below carefully and answer the questions that follow.
Eight persons M, O, P, Q, R, S, T and U live on eight different flats of a four-storey building but

not necessary in the same order, where the bottom most floor is 1 and the floor above is numbered 2 and so
on. There are 2 types of flats on each floor, flat A and flat B are such that flat A is towards the west of flat B.
Flat A of floor 1 is immediately below of flat A of floor 2, which is immediately below of flat A of floor 3
and so on, similarly for flat B. The dimensions of each of the flats are same. If one person lives immediately
above or below the other then they have the same flat.
There are two floors between the floors of U and R (both of them may or may not live in the same type of
flat). U lives south-west of M. Q lives 2 floors above M (both live in the same type of flat). O lives
immediately above S, who doesn’t live anywhere below M’s floor. P doesn’t live on a floor above M.

Who lives immediately above O?

Correct Option - 3

M1.
Q2.
R3.
L4.
None of the above5.

Que. 94 How many persons live below Q (in the same type of flat)?

Correct Option - 2

21.
32.
13.
04.
None of the above5.
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Que. 95 Which pair of persons live on the same floor?

Correct Option - 3

U, T1.
Q, P2.
R, Q3.
U, S4.
None of the above5.

Que. 96 Q lives in the northeast of _____

Correct Option - 1

O1.
M2.
T3.
R4.
Both (a) and (b)5.

Que. 97 Who lives immediately above P in the same type of flat?

Correct Option - 4

O1.
S2.
T3.
M4.
None of the above5.

Que. 98 Direction: Study the following series carefully and answer the question given below.
M F J O L Q W E R T Y U P A H D G I N X Z C V B S K

How many vowels are there in the given series which is immediately followed by a letter which comes after
‘M’ in alphabetical series?

Correct Option - 4

None1.
One2.
Two3.
Three4.
More than four5.

Que. 99 Which of the following element is tenth to the left of the seventh from the right end?

Correct Option - 2

Q1.
T2.
G3.
X4.
Y5.

Que. 100 If all the vowels in the above arrangement are dropped then which of the following element is
twelfth from the left end?
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Correct Option - 3

H1.
G2.
D3.
P4.
Y5.
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